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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the determination of the

allophones that are necessary for achieving a good

recognition of the French numbers by a speech
recognition system based on a Markov modelling
approach. The allophones have been distinguished,
for the vowels, by the formant transitions at the
"onset" and at the "offset", and for the con—
sonants, by their phonetical characterization.

For this specific application, using an aver—
age of 2 allophones by phoneme and a few "clus—
ters", we achieved 94.9% correct recognition rate
on the whole numbers, for 13 speakers that were
not in the training set.

INTRODUCTION

A speaker-independent speech-recognition sys—
tem has to deal with all the possible acoustical
realizations of the words in the vocabulary. The
variations result from various speakers, different
possible pronunciations and coarticulation
effects. The recognition system we used [1],
based on a Markov modelling approach, can handle
part of these variations through the automatic
training procedure. However, the basic units,
used to describe the words (usually phonemes),
have different acoustical realizations depending
on the context. If one uses a specific acoustical
model for each phoneme in each context, the total
number of necessary models would be pretty large.
But, for any phoneme, several contexts may have
nearly the same influence on its acoustical reali-
zation. So a good tradeoff, between accuracy and
complexity, is to use different acoustical models,
for a given phoneme, only when the context influ-
ence is different enough.

That is the reasons why we are studying the
allophones as each of them corresponds to a par—
ticular acoustical realization. It is worthwile
mentioning that this study concerns only a
specific application, namely the French numbers
between 0 and 999, and thus has no pretention to
be a full theoretical research of the French allo-
phones. Nevertheless, the set of allophones
determined in this study may be extended as needed
to fit a new vocabulary. The French numbers use
nearly all the vowels and half of the consonants
of the French language. The strict syntax and the
limited vocabulary restrict the number of contexts
for each phoneme, thus, we were able to conduct a
full study of the different contexts for this
specific application.

After a description of the data base, this
details the different realizations of the

For the vowels, we used mainly the
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transition of the formants, and for the con-
sonants, their phonetical characterizations. We
end the paper by an application of the allophones
in a speech recognition system.

DATA BASE

The data base contains about 3000 Framh
numbers between 0 and 999. They were recorded

from 34 adult speakers (22 men and 12 women?.lA11

the speakers have a "standard" pronunciatiom

except one having a strong regional accent.

The table lists the different phonemes ofthe

data base. For typographical reasons we denom

the phonemes by one or two ascii characters, and

We specified here the standard phonetical meannm
when different from the notation used.

i, ei(€), ai(£)v 3’
Oral 0(3), au(d), ou(u)y

Vowels eu(¢), oe(a), e(3%

Nasal an(3), in(§), un(&)y mu?)

Plosive d, t, k.
Conso— Fricative v, 2, f, s.

nants Liquid r.
Nasal n.

Semivowel w, y(3).

This study, concerning the determination 9f

the allophones, was conducted using the SP9°9°B
grams of the data in association with the P1“
and the waveform.

VOWELS ALLOPHONES

One of the main acoustical realizations 9f
the context influence on the vowel is the trans;e

tion of the formants at the "onset” and at the
"offset". For practical reasons, related to m
implementation of the speech recognition. Syséid
we will treat separately the consonantic ll'ng
ence, the pause influence, the possible dev0161
and the case of adjacent vowels.

Consonantic Influence
. insFrom the locus theory [2, 3), which" eXPifior

the transition of the formants at the onse
f articu‘the "offset" of the vowels by the point 0 ineds

lation of the adjacent consonant, we def etherclasses for the consonants. We grouped tog con—the apico—dental and the redorso-alVeclar. theytexts because the transition of the formants
induce are very similar [3].
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Instead of measuring by degrees the displace-
ment of the articulation point, or the aperture
[4L during the realization of the vowel, we will
characterize the allophones by their full context.
The next table reports the vowels of the data base
and the contexts in which they occur. Each row
corresponds to a left context, and each column to
a right context. "Lpal" stands for labio-palatal,
and "Lvel" for labia—velar. In order to represent
all the positions we add the "pause" and "vowel"
contexts. They will be treated later on.

R' h .Left 1g t Labi Dental Lpal Vela Uvul Paus Vowe

Labial in in in in in
Dental { an ai,an,eu an an ei an an

oe i,in,ou in o eu ei
Lpal. i
Lvel. a a
Velar a,an,in a

Uvular { au a1, au au an au auoe an
Pause on un
Vowel on un

Taking each vowel in each possible context
would define a full set of allophones for this
application. However, one can also define a sub-
set by grouping together for each vowel some con—
texts which have nearly the same influence. Wefiwuld point out that this grouping is different
fiom one vowel to another. For example, for the
oral vowel /au/ we can put together the right con-
tQXtS "velar", "labial" and "pause"; but for the
llasal vowel /an/ we will have to keep separate the
fallzations corresponding to the "velar" and
lablO‘Palatal" contexts which induce important

Hansitions on the formants.

Pause Influence

, In general 3 different realizations are pos—
“ble for the "onset" or the "offset" of a vowel
flmn adjacent to a pause. Just after a pause, we
can have a glottal stop, a synchronized or an
aSplrated (devoiced) beginning. Just before a
page, We can have a glottal stop, a synchronized
or? devoiced ending. A synchronized beginning or
fidNW C0rresponds to a progressive rising or fal-
:ng of the pitch and of the intensity showing a
ail'nchronization between the vocal cords vibrations
devihe velum and the articulators movements. A
Hal :ed beSlnning or ending results from a par—
ha' Orward or backward assimilation, the pause

Vlng the same effect as a voiceless context.

Vowel devoicing

The Voicin be ratherMbust g feature appears to
for the vowels. Only one context was

numbers. One of
realizations of
longer duration of the
closed syllable, the influence of the
consonant

vious studies [7, 8].

therefore
lated with the duration of the sense—group. How—
ever the duration

strong enough in our data base to devoice a whole
vowel. This context was /s.w s/ for the vowel
/a/ in the word "60" (/s.w.a.s.an.t/). After a
devoicing of the /w/, the vowel /a/, surrounded by
voiceless consonants loses its voicing feature and
becomes coarticulated with the surrounding noise.

Adjacent vowels

For 2 adjacent vowels, belonging to different
words, we noticed the following realizations: For
unstressed vowels the transition of the formants
is smooth and uninterrupted. For stressed vowels
either a short pause (50 to 200 ms) appears
between the vowels and they may start or end by a
glottal stop, or the transition is realized by a
glottalized vocalic portion having a low pitch.

Summary

Because of the implementation in the speech
recognition system we group together the "pause"
and the "vowel" contexts. The pause does not
induce formant transitions, and the transitions
between adjacent vowels are handled by specific
acoustical models. In order to obtain a good
representation of the various transitions of the
formants we had to define an average of 2 allo-
phones by vowel. The number of allophones used
for each vowel, reported in the following table,
does not take into account the pause influence and
the possible devoicing.

Vowel i ei ai a o au ou oe eu an on in un

Alloph. 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 4 1

SUPRASEGHENTAL INFORMATION

As this speech recognition system does not
use pitch information, and also because for such
short sentences the pitch is not a useful syntaxic
hierarchical cue, the only suprasegmental informa-
tion we have studied is the segmental duration.
The importance of the vocalic duration is justi—
fied by the facts that, besides an obvious corre—
lation between word and phoneme durations, the
degree of perturbation of the formants by the con—
text is strongly related to the length of the
vowel. Also, the knowledge of the minimal dura-
tion is useful for designing the acoustical
models. For these reasons we haved started a sta—
tistical analysis of the segment durations.

The vowels before a pause are longer than the
same in other positions. This agree with the fact
that, in French, the stress is on the last syll—
able of the sense—group [5,6], which often
correspondS‘ for our application to the whole

the most important acoustical
the stressed syllables is the

vocalic nucleus. In a
following

on the vocalic duration agree with pre—

The vowel duration in a non final syllable,
unstressed position, is strongly corre-

stressedof a vowel is
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independent of this influence. For example, the

/a/ appearing in the third syllable of a 6 syll—

ables sense—group lasts 54 ms as regards to 82 ms

when being in the unstressed syllable of a 2 syll—

ables word. But, when the /a/ appears in a

stressed syllable, it lasts 164 ms in a 6 syll—

ables group even followed by a shortening con—

sonant such as /t/ in French, compared to 144 ms,

ceteris paribus, in a 2 syllables word.

NEUTRAL VOWEL — SCHVA

The neutral vowel should be treated like a

possible occurence place rather than an acoustical

realization pattern. Theoretically, in French, at

a slow speaking rate in a careful articulation

manner, it is possible to pronounce a schwa at the

end of every isolated word ending by a consonant.

However, for connected words such as the numbers,

this neutral vowel may be pronounced at the end of

each of the individual words. For example,
whether the schwa (e) is pronounced or not,

implies 4 different theoretical patterns for a

sequence like "55" (ls.in.k.an.t.(e).s.in.k.(e)/).

For a correct identification of the neutral
vowel, one needs to use suprasegmental information

such as the vocalic duration. The duration seems

to be the more appropriate cue for differentiating

the schwa from the vowels /oe/ and /eu/. For

example, the duration of the schwa before a pause
was always very short compared to the duration of

the previous stressed vowel.

CONSONANTS ALLOPHONES

The different realizations of the consonants,
are first described using phonetical characteris—
tics such as nasalization, labialization, etc, as
modifiers applied to the "standard" realization.
After that, we treat the case of the epenthetic
sounds and the voicing feature.

Allophonic characterization

Nasalization: This concerns the stop consonants
after a nasal vowel. The voiced stop /d/ may, by
a forward coarticulation effect, become partly or
completely nasalized. For the voiceless stops, a
nasal consonant may be realized before it or even
replace it.

Palatalization: This concerns the stop consonants
in a right labia-palatal context, or before a
palatal, anterior vowel.

Labialization: This concerns the fricatives fol—
lowed by a labio-velar semivowel, or preceeded by
a rounded posterior vowel.

Vocalization: This concerns the voiced fricative
/v/ and the liquid /r/ in some intervocalic posi»
tions (for example /oe.v,in/ in "80" and /a.r.an/
in "40").

Fricatization: The unvoiced realization of /r/ is
in a strict sense a fricative [9]. The devoicing,
usually due to an adjacent voiceless consonant,
may occur, for some speakers, even in an intervo—
calic context.

Rolled: This concerns, in our data, only the
unvoiced /r/ after the voiceless stop consonant

/t/. This realization is produced by a flapphm

(quasi occlusion) between the back of the tongue

and the "velo-uvular" region.

Tense: For these data, the consonant durafion

vary a lot in two positions: first or last con—

sonant of a sense~group adjacent to a pause. Some

studies [10] note an increase in the tensionof

the articulators, the vocal cords and the velum

for the initial position of a sense—group and for

the stressed syllable of the group. Ve win

denote as "tense" the corresponding realizationof

the consonants. This characteristic does not

correspond to the feature "tense" as defined u

some classical theories of segmental phonology

[11], but rather defines some consonantic realiza-

tions appearing in specific contexts.
An initial voiced consonant may also have a

very short duration, and even vanish, in which

case the only remaining cues are the formant tram

sitions at the "onset" of the following vowel (for

example ly/ in /y.i.t/ or /v/ in /v.in/). For

these reasons we have to define, in an inifial

position, just after a pause, 2 allophones wifl
different acousticalrealizations and different

durations for the fricative /v/ and the semivowel

/y/, one corresponding to a "standard" pronunc1a—

tion and the other to the "tense" realization. At

the end of a sense—group, in a stressed syllablm

the VOT of the unvoiced stops, when followed

immediatedly by a pause have the same realizations

as "tense" consonants for some speakers (important

high frequency noise and a longer VOT).

Speaking rate and epenthetic sounds

For some speakers having a rather slow speah'

ing rate we notice the realization of 2 epentheuc

sounds, one consonantic and one vocalic. IA“

unvoiced consonantic "closure" is realized 1na

context where the nasal consonant is preceeded by

an unvoiced consonant; this occurs for the con—

sonant /n/ preceeded by the voiceless stop /t/ or
the devoiced fricative /z/. A neutral V0Wd

(schwa) may occur when the voiced realization 0f

/r/ is followed by a voiced consonant.

Voicing feature

The voicing feature, for the consonants, 15
often inaccurate and is strongly influenced by the
context. In fact, its modification, due to C03”

ticulations effects, appears to be the same f0;

most of the consonants: stops, fricatives an

semi—vowels. For voiced consonants, the pause has

the same influence as an unvoiced context, and

thus implies a partial or total devoicinz b¥a
forward or backward assimilation. The followflm

table gives, for the specified contexts the CO?

sonants for which the voicing feature may be modk

fied:

Consonants Left context Right context

d, 2. V- Pause
2« Vowel

y, W- Unvoiced consonant

t. k- Vowel
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Summary

The following table lists for each charac—
teristics the consonants that are affected, and

Hm contexts that induce this modification by a
forward or backward assimilation. The "*" denotes

Miirrelevant context (ie anything).

Characteristics Consonants Contexts

Nasalization t, d, k. /an/,/in/ —~ *

. . t. * —— /y/
Palatallzation{ d. * __ /i/

. . . s. * —— /w/
Labialization{ z. /ou/,/on/ __ *

Vocalization r, v. Vowel ._ Vowel

"Rolled" r. /t/ —— *

Fricatization{ r. /t/ __ *
r. Vowel —— Vowel

v, y. Pause —— *

Tense { t, k (VOT) * —— Pause

RECOGNITION TESTS

We applied this study to the speaker indepen—
dent recognition of the French numbers between 0
mm 999. For this recognition test we used a data
base of 26 speakers (14 men and 12 women), each
speaker having recorded the 10 digits, 50 random
mmmers between 00 and 99 and 50 between 000 and
999. Half of this data base was used in the study
of the acoustical realizations. This data base,
cmnaining about 2900 numbers, was separated into
2 parts. The data from 13 speakers were used for
uaining the model parameters, and the data from
the 13 other speakers were used for measuring the
recognition performances in a speaker independent
imde. The acoustical parameters used are the Mel
freQuency cepstrum coefficients, plus the total
amrgy and its temporal variation. They are com-
fined every 20 ms (frame rate) using the energy in
24 Mel filters; the bandpass of the signal being
6.4 t.

‘ The reference point, for measuring the
1n‘Provement due to the allophones, is a phonetic
based model, in which the words are described as

SEXWences of phonemes, each of them being
represented by the same acoustical model, indepen—
dmnly of the context. However, because of strong
umrticulations effects, the sequences /t.r/,
/Wa/ and /y.i/ were considered as basic units and
thuS were represented by a single acoustical
Wflel. Using this description, we achieved 93.1
corfeet recognition rate on the whole numbers for
thetesting set. Using an average of 2 allophones
tfiph9neme, introducing specific models to handle
tllanm't'ions between adjacent vowels, and keeping
99 3 clusters" mentionned above, we achieved
b, 4 correct recognition rate on the same data
aseythus reducing the error rate by 25%-

CONCLUSION

the This paper shows that a good description of
sSpeetgocabulary' improves the performances of a
and recognition system. As the coarticulations

the different pronunciations are predicted,
e acoustical medels have just to take into

account the variations due to the various speak—
ers. However, it seems that to correctly predict
all the coarticulations, it would be necessary to
consider, besides the immediate context, the indi-
vidualities of the speakers and also the speaking
rate of the current sense—group. The set of allo—
phones, defined for this specific application, can
easily be extended to fit new vocabularies.

Although the current version of our speech
recognition system cannot handle segment duration
information, we noticed that the duration is an
important cue for differentiating a final devoiced
/z/ from /s/. An extra cue for identifying a
final devoiced /z/ is the realization of a schwa
after the fricative.
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independent of this influence. For example, the

/a/ appearing in the third syllable of a 6 syll—

ables sense—group lasts 54 ms as regards to 82 ms

when being in the unstressed syllable of a 2 syll—

ables word. But, when the /a/ appears in a

stressed syllable, it lasts 164 ms in a 6 syll-

ables group even followed by a shortening con—

sonant such as /t/ in French, compared to 144 ms,

ceteris paribus, in a 2 syllables word.

NEUTRAL VOWEL — SCHVA

The neutral vowel should be treated like a

possible occurence place rather than an acoustical

realization pattern. Theoretically, in French, at

a slow speaking rate in a careful articulation

manner, it is possible to pronounce a schwa at the

end of every isolated word ending by a consonant.

However, for connected words such as the numbers,

this neutral vowel may be pronounced at the end of

each of the individual words. For example,
whether the schwa (e) is pronounced or not,

implies 4 different theoretical patterns for a
sequence like "55" (ls.in.k.an.t.(e).s.in.k.(e)/).

For a correct identification of the neutral
vowel, one needs to use suprasegmental information

such as the vocalic duration. The duration seems

to be the more appropriate cue for differentiating

the Schwa from the vowels /oe/ and /eu/. For
example, the duration of the schwa before a pause
was always very short compared to the duration of

the previous stressed vowel.

CONSONANTS ALLOPHONES

The different realizations of the consonants,
are first described using phonetical characteris—
tics such as nasalization, labialization, etc, as
modifiers applied to the "standard" realization.
After that, we treat the case of the epenthetic
sounds and the voicing feature.

Allophonic characterization

Nasalization: This concerns the stop consonants
after a nasal vowel. The voiced stop /d/ may, by
a forward coarticulation effect, become partly or
completely nasalized. For the voiceless stops, a
nasal consonant may be realized before it or even
replace it.

Palatalization: This concerns the stop consonants
in a right labia-palatal context, or before a
palatal, anterior vowel.

Labialization: This concerns the fricatives fol—
lowed by a labio-velar semivowel, or preceeded by
a rounded posterior vowel.

Vocalization: This concerns the voiced fricative
/v/ and the liquid /r/ in some intervocalic posi—
tions (for example /oe.v,in/ in "80" and /a.r.an/
in "40").

Fricatization: The unvoiced realization of /r/ is
in a strict sense a fricative [9]. The devoicing,
usually due to an adjacent voiceless consonant,
may occur, for some speakers, even in an intervo—
calic context.

Rolled: This concerns, in our data, only the
unvoiced /r/ after the voiceless stop consonant

/t/. This realization is produced by a flapphm

(quasi occlusion) between the back of the tongue

and the "velo-uvular" region.

Tense: For these data, the consonant durafion

vary a lot in two positions: first or last con—

sonant of a sense~group adjacent to a pause. Some

studies [10] note an increase in the tensionof

the articulators, the vocal cords and the velum

for the initial position of a sense—group and for

the stressed syllable of the group. Ve win

denote as "tense" the corresponding realizationof

the consonants. This characteristic does not

correspond to the feature "tense" as defined h

some classical theories of segmental phonology

[11], but rather defines some consonantic realiza-

tions appearing in specific contexts.
An initial voiced consonant may also have a

very short duration, and even vanish, in which

case the only remaining cues are the formant tram

sitions at the "onset" of the following vowel (for

example /y/ in /y.i.t/ or /v/ in /v.in/). For

these reasons we have to define, in an inifial

position, just after a pause, 2 allophones wifl
different acousticalrealizations and different

durations for the fricative /v/ and the semivowel

/y/, one corresponding to a "standard" pronunc1a—

tion and the other to the "tense" realization. At

the end of a sense—group, in a stressed syllablm

the VOT of the unvoiced stops, when followed

immediatedly by a pause have the same realizations

as "tense" consonants for some speakers (important

high frequency noise and a longer VOT).

Speaking rate and epenthetic sounds

For some speakers having a rather slow speah'

ing rate we notice the realization of 2 epentheUc

sounds, one consonantic and one vocalic. ‘An

unvoiced consonantic "closure" is realized 1na

context where the nasal consonant is preceeded by

an unvoiced consonant; this occurs for the con—

sonant /n/ preceeded by the voiceless stop /t/ or
the devoiced fricative /z/. A neutral V0Wd

(schwa) may occur when the voiced realization 0f

/r/ is followed by a voiced consonant.

Voicing feature

The voicing feature, for the consonants, 15
often inaccurate and is strongly influenced by the
context. In fact, its modification, due to C03”

ticulations effects, appears to be the same f0;

most of the consonants: stops, fricatives an

semi—vowels. For voiced consonants, the pause has

the same influence as an unvoiced context, and

thus implies a partial or total devoicinz b¥a
forward or backward assimilation. The followflm

table gives, for the specified contexts the CO?

sonants for which the voicing feature may be modk

fied:

Consonants Left context Right context

d9 2, V- Pause
Z- Vowel

Y. W- Unvoiced consonant

t, k- Vowel
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Summary

The following table lists for each charac—
teristics the consonants that are affected, and

Hm contexts that induce this modification by a
forward or backward assimilation. The "*" denotes

Miirrelevant context (ie anything).

Characteristics Consonants Contexts

Nasalization t, d, k. /an/,/in/ —« *

. . t. * —— /y/
Palatallzation{ d. * __ /i/

. . . s. * —— /w/
Labialization{ z. /ou/,/on/ __ *

Vocalization r, v. Vowel ~— Vowel
"Rolled" r. /t/ —— *

. . . r. /t/ —— *
Fricatization{ r. Vowel __ Vowel

v, y. Pause —— *

Tense { t, k (VOT) * —— Pause

RECOGNITION TESTS

We applied this study to the speaker indepen—
dent recognition of the French numbers between 0
mm 999. For this recognition test we used a data
base of 26 speakers (14 men and 12 women), each
speaker having recorded the 10 digits, 50 random
mmmers between 00 and 99 and 50 between 000 and
999. Half of this data base was used in the study
of the acoustical realizations. This data base,
cmnaining about 2900 numbers, was separated into
2 parts. The data from 13 speakers were used for
Raining the model parameters, and the data from
the 13 other speakers were used for measuring the
recognition performances in a speaker independent
mode. The acoustical parameters used are the Mel
freQuency cepstrum coefficients, plus the total
amrgy and its temporal variation. They are com-
fined every 20 ms (frame rate) using the energy in
24 Mel filters; the bandpass of the signal being
6.4 t.

‘ The reference point, for measuring the
1n‘Provement due to the allophones, is a phonetic
based model, in which the words are described as
SEXWences of phonemes, each of them being
represented by the same acoustical model, indepen—
dmnly of the context. However, because of strong
umrticulations effects, the sequences /t.r/,
/Wa/ and /y.i/ were considered as basic units and
thuS were represented by a single acoustical
Wflel. Using this description, we achieved 93.1
corrGet recognition rate on the whole numbers for
thetesting set. Using an average of 2 allophones
tipheneme, introducing specific models to handle
tllanm't'lons between adjacent vowels, and keeping
99 3 clusters" mentionned above, we achieved
b, 4 correct recognition rate on the same data
aseythus reducing the error rate by 25%-

CONCLUSION

the This paper shows that a good description of
sSpeetgocabulary' improves the performances of a
and recognltlon system. As the coarticulations

the d1fferent pronunciations are predicted,
e acoustical medels have just to take into

account the variations due to the various speak—
ers. However, it seems that to correctly predict
all the coarticulations, it would be necessary to
consider, besides the immediate context, the indi-
vidualities of the speakers and also the speaking
rate of the current sense—group. The set of allo—
phones, defined for this specific application, can
easily be extended to fit new vocabularies.

Although the current version of our speech
recognition system cannot handle segment duration
information, we noticed that the duration is an
important cue for differentiating a final devoiced
/z/ from /s/. An extra cue for identifying a
final devoiced /z/ is the realization of a schwa
after the fricative.
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